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Abstract 
     In this paper we propose a complementary activity for the practical sessions which belong to the academic syllabus. The aim 
is offering to mechanical engineering students an insight into the work undertaken in the engineering profession through a 
graphic project guided by the teacher who plays an active role as monitor. The activity consists in drawing diagrams from a given 
mechanism and making a multimedia presentation of the work performed. For teachers, this activity is a methodological 
innovation which had excellent results for fulfilling the teaching objectives in engineering graphics subjects. For students, it 
develops as the combination of the most elemental traditional methods with cutting-edge technology for drawing their 
engineering projects. As a result of this activity, the dropout rate for practical sessions became lower than in previous academic 
years. 
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1. Introduction 
During the academic year, the students are given a range of different practical classes based on the content 
taught in master classes. The objectives of these practical classes are:  
• The reinforcement of the spatial content in students, as it is essential in engineering training. 
• Teaching students to spot clearly the most suitable sketching system, depending on the object they have to 
represent and its purpose. 
• Ensuring that students know how to apply the sketching system methods to solve any problem which may 
arise during their professional careers. 
• Ensuring that students learn how to use reasoning for analyzing the relations between geometric elements 
in a drawing. 
• Teaching students to resolve simple geometric problems easily. 
• Introducing students to the complicated issue of standardization by highlighting the importance of its 
application on an increasingly globalised industrial market. 
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• Ensuring that students know the basic rules that should be used while drawing industrial plans. 
• Ensuring that students become familiar with the reading of industrial drawings. 
The students use traditional working techniques in these practical sessions, so, first of all they sketch it by hand 
and later they draw it to scale. At the same time, they are taught how to use two computer applications (2D 
AutoCAD (during the first term) and 3D AutoCAD as well as Autodesk Inventor (in the second term), so they use 
these programs in their practical classes as well as the traditional drawing methods. 
The teacher is always in touch with the students through a virtual platform. Here the students have access to any 
indications and instructions provided by the teacher as well as links for managing the educational licenses of the 
software used. 
Once the students have been given the training needed about engineering graphics, the aim is providing them 
with an insight into the professional world by ordering them a real project which the teacher will monitor from start 
to finish.  
2. The work  
At the end of the year, the students have to make an assembly drawing of a machine as well as the detail drawings 
of its component parts. 
Initially, students may opt between two choices. The first one is choosing which object they are going to work on: 
the stand of a bicycle or a ball-point pen (these mechanisms are provided by the teacher as material for the practical 
sessions). Besides, they have to decide which software applications they are going to use for their work (AutoCAD 
or Inventor). 
Once decisions have been made, the students create the drafts by analyzing the mechanism that they were given. 
The students also create a multimedia presentation of the work done. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Bicycle’s stand. 
2.1. Reverse engineering work: bicycle stand 
To make the drawings, the students take a series of steps in the reverse order to the process of design and 
assembly of a product. Instead of using an idea as the starting point for turning it into reality, the students work with 
a real product for analyzing its value according to improving possibilities (reverse engineering). The aims of this 
premise is getting students involved at work and motivating them to create a new, improved version of the product. 
Step 1. Each student takes the mechanism apart and numbers its component parts so that he/she can assemble it 
back correctly, using both real parts and the parts drawn in the software’s assembly simulator (Figure 2). 
In this paper, we describe the work done using the Autodesk Inventor software that works with parametric 
design.Step 2. The students take the measurements of each part (Figure 3) and then sketch them by hand to study 
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their forms and plan the graphic sketching using CAD software. Through the Inventor software, the students are able 
to draw each component part of the mechanism directly in 3D.  
Normally, students believe they save time and efforts when they measure and draw data from the real part 
directly into the computer. It is extremely enlightening seeing how they find out for themselves that’s not the proper 
methodology, as it is way better planning the job from a sketch or a contour drawing.   
    
 
Step 3. Once the previous step has been completed, the students draw each part in the computer using Autodesk 
Inventor 2012 software (Suárez et al, 2006). 
Step 4. Once that all parts have been drawn in 3 dimensions, the next step is assembling them in sequential order, 
seeing that if they fit together properly while checking that all measurements have been correctly acquired. If they 
are not correct, the students should make any necessary modification for solving the problem. 
 
Step 5. Once the mechanism has been drawn and assembled in 3 dimensions, the students use the same software 
for automatically generating the parts’ drawing as well as the isometric drawing of the whole piece separated into its 
parts, the assembly’s drawing and the detailed drawings of every component part.  
 
This is a critical point for the students because they believe that computer programmers always perform these 
processes correctly, but they soon realize that all software-generated drawings have to be revised so they may study 
and setup the graphic sketch of the original product correctly, which explains the need to learn all procedures as well 
as language of Engineering Graphics and, what is even more important, that it is not enough just owning this 
knowledge but knowing how to apply it properly making sense.   
Step 6. Finally, the drawings are printed at the right standardized scale and in the right format by following the 
rules of technical drawing.  
 
 
Once all drawings have been revised, they are printed in PDF files. The students make a multimedia presentation 
where they explain the whole process through hyperlinks to the PDF files. 
2.2. Reverse engineering: Ball point pen project. 
Students could choose a second object for the project; an ordinary Pilot Super Grip <M> ball point pen. 
   
 
3. Conclusion 
This kind of activity is proposed for completing the learning process of engineering graphics for first year 
mechanical engineering students and enabling us to evaluate properly the following aims: 
• The use of technical means and resources that are currently available, such as computer resources and new 
technologies for making technical drawings 
• Making and interpreting parts’ drawings. 
• Giving students an introduction to hardware and software systems as well as their requirements for a CAD 
system. 
• Discovering the important role of computer technology in the design process, including an analysis of the 
final product. 
• Interpreting mechanical assembly drawings.  
At the same time, the students develop attitudes and abilities such as: 
• The spatial perception ability for being able to create, analyze and see the geometric forms in space being 
able to work them in their minds. 
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• Acquiring sketching skills. 
• Acquiring the methodology needed for solving technical problems involving design processes. 
• Learning how to create models of a machine’s parts and assembling them through CAD systems. 
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